
 

 

 

Media   Release:    Response   to    Cuties  

Date:    9/19/2020  

 

YPAD’s   advisory   panel   gathered   this   week   to   share   their   wide-ranging   perspectives   on   the   Netflix   film   “Cuties”.   Their   

varying   views   reflect   what   we’re   seeing   in   the   dance   community   right   now,   but   more   importantly,   the   film   reflects  

troublesome   topics   we   have   seen   in   the   greater   world   for   some   time.   

  

The   film   depicts   bullying   behaviors,   body-image   issues,   self-objectification,   sexualization,   the   psycho-social   impact  

of   social   media   on   mental   health,   and   other   pervasive   and   nuanced   issues   young   people   face   in   our   dance  

community   and   beyond.   It   also   reiterates   how   important   it   is   for   young   people   to   be   seen   and   heard   by   loving   and  

present   adults   who   are   available   to   guide   them   as   they   navigate   through   an   increasingly   confusing   and  

age-compressed   world   -   both   in   person   and   online.   The   main   character   in   the   film   is   Senegalese   and   Muslim   as   well  

as   French-European,   but   the   issues   depicted   in   the   film   are   challenges   faced   by   youth   around   the   globe.   

  

Some   advisory   panel   members   said   they   found   the   short   clips   they   watched   activated   so   much   emotion   they   either  

won’t   or   can’t   watch   the   film.   Others   watched   it   more   than   once   and   felt   the   storyline   highlighted   the   complex  

struggles   many   of   their   students   are   experiencing.   Others   were   split   between   feeling   it’s   an   important   examination  

of   what   today's   youth   face,   but   could   not   support   aspects   they   felt   were   problematic.    All   modeled   respect   for   each  

other’s   processing.   However,   we   are   united   in   our   concern   for   the   privacy,   safety   and   overall   well-being   of   the  

children   used   in   this   film,   and   all   children   that   are   commodified,   exploited   and   sexualized   in   the   name   of   art.   

  

YPAD   affirms   its   long   held   belief   that   sexualizing   children   and   exploiting   children   to   create   awareness   of,   or   to  

advocate   against,   sexualizing   and   exploiting   children   has   many   potential   short   and   long   term   negative  

consequences.    YPAD   also   has   a   long   standing   ethos   we   do   not   publicly   redisseminate   on   our   social   media   platforms  

harmful   videos   or   images   of   youth   being   exploited,   including   those   from   “Cuties”.   

 

As   of   this   writing,   “Cuties”   is   trending   in   7 th    place   on   Netflix’s   most-popular   shows.   Never   has   the   spotlight   been   so  

focused   on   the   issues   and   conditions   YPAD   addresses.   This   is   our   time.   By   sharing   best   practices,   evidence-based  

research   and   resources   to   equip   dance   educators,   we   can   create   safer,   healthier   environments   for   children.    This  

moment   is   bigger   than   calling   OUT   one   film,   it’s   about   calling   IN   our   dance   community   to   a   larger   conversation  

around   challenges   that   have   faced   our   industry   long   before   this   film   was   written   or   aired.   

  

That   is   why   members   of   YPAD’s   advisory   panel   will   be   serving   as   guests   on   a   variety   of   platforms   as   well   as   hosting  

a   series   of   short   Instagram   and   Facebook   lives   over   the   next   few   weeks.    Our   goal   is   to   hold   a   respectful   space   for  

diverse   perspectives   and   emotions,   share   best   practices,   evidence-based   research   and   resources   to   equip   dance  

educators,   so   we   can   unite   to   create   safe,   healthy   environments   for   youth   in   dance.   

 

For   more   immediate   information   and   online   training   resources,   or   to   request   an   advisory   panel   member   for   your  

podcast   or   live,   visit   YPADnow.com.  
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